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Country Profile
                           Country Profile         
Land area
Indicated the total land area, the area covered by water bodies and total country area: 
Year
Total land area (km2) 
Water bodies 
(km2)
Total country area
(km2)
Comments
Demographics 
Estimates of the urban, rural and total population living in your country: 
Year
Urban (thousands)
Rural (thousands)
Total  (thousands)
Comments
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Complementary information
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal.
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 1: To improve the condition of affected ecosystems, combat desertification land degradation, promote sustainable land management and contribute to land degradation neutrality 
SO1-1          Trends in land cover         
Land cover
Quantitative data
National level estimates of the distribution of the main land cover classes (in kilometres squared (km2)).
Default data are derived from the 
and they can be amended as appropriate.
Land cover (km2)
Year
Tree-covered areas 
 Grassland 
Cropland
Wetland
Artificial surfaces
 Other Land
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Net area change 
Land cover area change matrix (in squared kilometers).
Initial class
Final class
Tree-covered areas 
Grassland
Cropland
Wetland
Artificial surfaces
Other land
Tree-covered areas
Grassland 
Cropland
Wetland
Artificial surfaces
Other land
Please answer the following question if you have edited or replaced the default data using other data sources:
Sources of information
Provide the source of data. 
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 1: To improve the condition of affected ecosystems, combat desertification/land degradation, promote sustainable land management and contribute to land degradation neutrality
Qualitative assessment
Interpretation of the indicator
Based on the quantitative data, describe the most significant negative or positive land cover changes as well as their direct and/or indirect drivers:
  Land conversion
Net area
Driver(s)
Description
From
To
change 
(Km2)
Direct
(Choose one or more items)
Indirect
(Choose one or more items)
of changes 
Comments
Hotspots/brightspots
Indicate where in your country the most significant hotspots/brightspots related to land cover are located:
Hotspots/brightspots
Location
Area (Km2)
Comments
Complementary information
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal.
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 1: To improve the condition of affected ecosystems, combat desertification/land 
degradation, promote sustainable land management and contribute to land degradation neutrality
SO1-2          Trends in land productivity or functioning of the land         
Land productivity dynamics
Quantitative data
National level estimates of land productivity dynamics within each land cover type: area covered by each class of land productivity dynamics (in km2).
 
 
Default data are derived from the
and they can be amended as appropiate
Net land productivity dynamics      
(km2)
Land cover class
Declining
Moderate decline
Stressed
Stable
Increasing
No data
Tree-covered areas
Grassland
Cropland
Wetland
Artificial surfaces
Other land
Estimates of land productivity dynamics for areas where a land conversion to a new land cover type has taken place (in km2)
 
Land conversion         Net area change         
Net area change
Net land productivity dynamics 
(km2)
From
To
km2
Declining
Moderate decline
Stressed
Stable
Increasing
Please answer the following questions if you have edited or replaced the default data using other data sources: 
Other metrics
If your country uses a different metric to assess land productivity (e.g. Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), Enhanced vegetation Index (EVI)), specify which metric your country uses and provide the  data here.
Sources of information
Provide the source of data
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 1: To improve the condition of affected ecosystems, combat desertification/land 
degradation, promote sustainable land management and contribute to land degradation neutrality
Qualitative assessment
Interpretation ofthe indicator
Based on the quantitative data, describe the most significant negative or positive changes in land productivity as well as their direct and/or indirect drivers:
Land cover class / Land conversion	
Area (km2)
Land productivity dynamics	
Direct (choose one or more items)
Indirect (choose one or more items)
Comments
Hotspots/Brightspots
Indicate where in your country the most significant hotspots/brightspots related to land productivity are located.
Hotspots/brightspots
Location
Area(km2)
Comments
Complementary         information
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary document	
into the space provided on the PRAIS portal 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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 1: To improve the condition of affected ecosystems, combat desertification/land degradation, promote sustainable land management and contribute to land degradation neutrality
SO1-3          Trends in carbon stocks above and below ground
Soil organic carbon stocks
Quantitative data
National level estimates of the soil organic carbon (SOC) stock in topsoil (0-30 cm) within each land cover type (in tonnes per hectare). 
Default data are derived from the
and they can be amended as appropriate.
Soil organic carbon stock in topsoil (t/ha)
Year
Tree-covered areas 
 Grassland 
Cropland
Wetland
Artificial surfaces
 Other Land
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Estimates of change of organic carbon stock in soil due to land conversion to a new land cover type
Land conversion
Net area change
Soil organic carbon (SOC) stock change      
From
To
km2
Initial SOC stock (t/ha)
Final SOC stock (t/ha)
Initial SOC stock total 
Final SOC stock total
SOC stock change (t)
Please answer the following question if you have edited or replaced the default data using other data sources:
Sources of  information
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary document	
into the space provided on the PRAIS portal 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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 1: To improve the condition of affected ecosystems, combat desertification/land degradation, promote sustainable land management and contribute to land degradation neutrality
 Qualitative assessment 
Interpretation of the indicator
Based on the quantitative data, describe the most significant negative or positive changes in organic carbon stock in soil as well as their direct and/or indirect drivers
Land cover class / Land conversion	
Area (km2)
Soil organic carbon stock change (t/ha)
Direct (choose one or more items)
Indirect (choose one or more items)
Comments
Hotspots/Brightspots
Indicate where in your country the most significant hotspots/brightspots related to soil organic carbon stock are located
Hotspots/brightspots
Location
Area(sq km)
Comments
Complementary         information         
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary document	
into the space provided on the PRAIS portal	
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 1: To improve the condition of affected ecosystems, combat desertification/land  degradation, promote sustainable land management and contribute to land degradation neutrality
SO1           Proportion of land that is degraded over total land area (Sustainable Development Goal indicator 15.3.1)
Proportion of land that is degraded 
Indicate the total area of land that is degraded (in km2), and the proportion of degraded land relative to the total land area (defined as the total surface area of a country less the area covered by inland waters, like major rivers and lakes ), and the year.
Total area of 
degraded land
(Km2)
Proportion of         degraded land
Year
Method
Did you use the 3 sub-indicators (i.e. land cover, land productivity dynamics and soil organic carbon stock) to compute the proportion of land that is degraded?
 (i.e. land cover, land productivity dynamics and soil organic carbon stock) to compute the proportion of land that is degraded?
 
 
Did you apply the One Out, All Out principle to compute the proportion of land that is degraded?
If no, indicate the method used to assess the proportion of land that is degraded  
Level of confidence 
Indicate your country's level of confidence in the assessment of the proportion of land that is degraded:
Describe why the assessment has been given the level of confidence selected above: 
Complementary information
 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal.
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 1: To improve the condition of affected ecosystems, combat desertification/land degradation, promote sustainable land management and contribute to land degradation neutrality
SO1           Voluntary targets
Land degradation neutrality targets
Has your country set any land degradation neutrality target(s)?
List any LDN target your country has set, and indicate the expected year of achievement and level of application (e.g. national level, subnational level, specific targets). 
Target
Year
Level of application
Is your country planning to set any LDN target(s)?   
Other targets
List any other target relevant to strategic objective 1  that your country has set, and indicate the expected year of achievement and level of application (e.g. national, subnational):
Target
Year
Level of application
Complementary information
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal.
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 2: To improve the living conditions of affected populations 
SO2-1           Trends in population living below the relative poverty line and/or income inequality in affected areas
Relevant metric
Choose the metric relevant to your country:
Proportion of population below the international poverty line
Quantitative data
Estimates of the proportion of population below the international poverty line (percentage) The 'international poverty line' is currently set at USD 1.90 a day based on 2011 purchasing power parity.
 
Year
Proportion of population below the international poverty line 
Sources of information
Provide the source of data. 
Income inequality
  
Quantitative data
Estimate of income inequality (Gini index).
 
Year
Income inequality (Gini Index)
Sources of information
Provide the source of data. 
Qualitative assessment   
Interpretation of the indicator 
Based on the quantitative data, describe the most significant negative or positive changes in the indicator as well as their direct and/or indirect drivers. 
Change in the indicator
Driver(s)
Comments
Direct
(Choose one or more items)
Indirect
(Choose one or more items)
Hotspots/brightspots
If disaggregated data (e.g. per administrative division, urban vs. rural, affected areas etc.) are available in your country, indicate where the most significant hotspots/brightspots related to this indicator are located.
Hotspots/brightspots
Location
Comments
Complementary information  
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal.
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 2: To improve the living conditions of affected populations
SO2-2           Trends in access to safe drinking water in affected areas
Proportion of population using an improved drinking water source
Quantitative data
Estimates of the proportion of population using safely managed drinking water services.
Year
Urban
 (Percent)
Rural
 (Percent)
Total
(Percent)
Sources of information
Provide the source of data. 
Qualitative assessment  
Interpretation of the indicator 
Based on the quantitative data, describe the most significant negative or positive changes in the indicator as well as their direct and/or indirect drivers.
 
Change in the indicator
Driver(s)
Comments
Direct
(Choose one or more items)
Indirect
(Choose one or more items)
Hotspots/brightspots
If disaggregated data (e.g. per administrative division, urban vs. rural, affected areas etc.) are available in your country, indicate where the most significant hotspots/brightspots related to this indicator are located.
Hotspots/brightspots
Location
Comments
Complementary information
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal.
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 2: To improve the living conditions of affected populations
SO2           Voluntary targets
Targets
List any target relevant to strategic objective 2 that your country has set, and indicate the expected year of achievement and level of application (e.g. national, subnational):
Target
Year
Level of application
Complementary information
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal.
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 3: To mitigate, adapt to, and manage the effects of drought in order to enhance  resilience of vulnerable populations and ecosystems
SO3           Indicators 
Nationally relevant indicators 
Which indicators is your country using to measure progress towards strategic objective 3, related targets and/or specific expected impacts? 
Indicator
Qualitative assessment
Comments 
Complementary information
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal 
SO3           Voluntary targets 
Targets
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal. 
Target
Year
Level of application
Complementary information
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal. 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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 4: To generate global environmental benefits through effective implementation of the United nations Convention to Combat Desertification
SO4-1           Trends in carbon stocks above and below ground
Trends in carbon stock above and below ground is a multi-purpose indicator used to measure progress towards both strategic objectives 1 and 4. Quantitative data and a qualitative assessment of trends in this indicator are reported under strategic objective 1, progress indicator SO1-3.
SO4-2           Trends in abundance and distribution of selected species
Quantitative data
Red List Index of species survival
Year
Red List Index 
Sources of information
Provide the source of data
Qualitative assessment  
Interpretation of the indicator 
Based on the quantitative data, describe the most significant negative or positive changes in the indicator as well as their direct and/or indirect drivers:
Change in the indicator
Driver(s)
Comments
Direct
(Choose one or more items)
Indirect
(Choose one or more items)
Hotspots/brightspots
If disaggregated data (e.g. by ecosystems, habitats, and other political and geographic divisions) are available in your country, indicate where the most significant hotspots/brightspots related to this indicator are located. 
Hotspots/brightspots
Location
Comments
Complementary information 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal.
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 4: To generate global environmental benefits through effective implementation of the United nations Convention to Combat Desertification
SO4           Voluntary targets 
Targets
List any target relevant to strategic objective 4 that your country has set and indicate the expected year of achievement and level of application (e.g. national, subnational). Which additional indicators is your country using to measure progress towards strategic objective 1, 2 and 3 and related targets?  
Target
Year
Level of application
Complementary information
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal.
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Strategic objectives
Additional indicators for strategic objectives 1, 2 and 4
SO1,2 and 4           Additional indicators
Nationally relevant indicators
Which additional indicators is your country using to measure progress towards strategic objectives 1, 2 and 4 and related targets? 
Indicator
Relevant strategic objective or target
Qualitative assessment
Comments 
Complementary         information
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant and upload any complementary data/document into the space provided on the PRAIS portal. 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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 5: To mobilize substantial and additional financial and non-financial 
resources to support the implementation of the Convention by building effective 
partnerships at global and national level
SO5-1           Trends in International Bilateral and Multilateral Official Development Assistance
Quantitative data
Total amount of bilateral official development assistance (ODA) committed for activities relevant to the implementation of the Convention over the previous five years.
Data derived from information reported to the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Development Assistance Committee (DAC), based on the Rio marker classification for desertification; they can be amended as appropriate.  
Year
Total ODA committed for activities relevant to theimplementation of the         Convention
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
Sources of
 
information
If you have used other global/regional data sources or national data, please provide the source of data. 
Qualitative assessment
Complementary information
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant, including trends emerging from the data as indicated above and how they relate to financing the implementation of the Convention, and the types of projects and/or regions or countries on which your country has focused to the greatest extent.
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 5: To mobilize substantial and additional financial and non-financial
resources to support the implementation of the Convention by building effective 
partnerships at global and national level
 
SO5-2           Trends in domestic public resources
Qualitative assessment
Trends in amount of domestic desertification financing
Choose the option representing the trend in the total amount of financing relevant for implementation of the Convention committed at the national level during the five-year period from 2012 to 2016
 Trends in national-level financing for activities relevant         to the implementation of the Convention
Up
Û
Stable
ÙÚ
Down
Ü
Unknown
 ~
Sources of
information
 
Provide the source of trend information
Complementary information 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant, including trends emerging from the data as indicated above and how they relate to financing the implementation of the Convention, and the types of projects and/or regions on which national-level financing has focused to the greatest extent.
Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 5: To mobilize substantial and additional financial and non-financial
resources to support the implementation of the Convention by building effective
partnerships at global and national level
Qualitative assessment 
Trends in number of         co-financing partners
Choose the option representing the trend in the number of co-financing partners for activities relevant to the implementation of the Convention between 2012 and 2016
.
 Number of co-financing partners for activities relevant         to the implementation of the Convention         
Up
Û
Stable
ÙÚ
Down
Ü
Unknown
 ~
Sources of
 
information
 
Provide the source of trend information.
Complementary information 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant, including trends emerging from the data as indicated above and how they relate to financing the implementation of the Convention, and the types of projects and/or regions or countries on which co-financing partners have focused to the greatest extent.
SO5-3           Trends in number of co-financing partners
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Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 5: To mobilize substantial and additional financial and non-financial 
resources to support the implementation of the Convention by building effective 
partnerships at global and national level
SO5-4           Resources Mobilized from Innovative Sources of Finance, Including from the Private Sector
Qualitative assessment
 
 
Trends in resources mobilized from innovative sources of finance
Choose the option representing the trend in the resources mobilized from innovative sources of finance, including from the private sector, for activities relevant to the implementation of the Convention for the four-year period between 2012 and 2016 
Amount of resources mobilized from innovative sources of finance, including from the private sector for activities relevant to the implementation of the Convention
Up
Û
Stable
ÙÚ
Down
Ü
Unknown
 ~
Sources of
 
information
 
Provide the source of trend information. 
Complementary information 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant, including trends emerging from the data as indicated above and how they relate to financing the implementation of the Convention, and types of projects and/or regions or countries on which innovative sources of finance have focused to the greatest extent. 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Implementation Framework Financial and non-financial resources 
Increasing mobilization of financial and non-financial resources for the implementation of the Convention from international and domestic, public and private sources as well as from local communities, including non-traditional funding sources, and climate finance;
Increasing
mobilization of resources 
 
Would you like to share an experience on how your country has increased the mobilization of resources?
If yes, was this 
What sources were mobilized?
Narrative
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant.
Support 
Has your country supported other countries in the mobilization of financial and  non-financial resources for the implementation of the Convention?
Narrative
If yes, describe your experience below.
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Implementation framework 
Financial and non-financial resources
Taking advantage of the opportunity of using land degradation neutrality as a framework to enhance the coherence, effectiveness and multiple benefits of investments. 
Using LDN as a framework to increase investment 
Would you like to share how your country has taken advantage of the LDN concept to enhance the coherence, effectiveness and multiple benefits of investments?  
Narrative 
If yes, describe your experience below.
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Implementation framework 
Financial and non-financial resources
Improving the use of existing and/or innovative financial processes and institutions (such as the Global Environment Facility (GEF) or other newer funds)
Improving existing and/or innovative financial processes and institutions 
Would you like to share an experience on how your country has improved the use of existing and/or innovative financial processes and institutions?
If yes, is your experience about using    
Narrative 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant.
Support 
Has your country supported other countries in the improvement of existing or innovative financial processes and institutions? 
Narrative 
If yes, describe your experience below. 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Implementation Framework
Policy and planning 
Developing, implementing, revising and regularly monitoring, as appropriate, national, subregional and regional action programmes and/or plans as effective tools for UNCCD implementation
Action Programmes
Would you like to share an experience on how your country/subregion/region/institution has developed or helped develop, implement, revise or regularly monitor action programmes?
If yes, at which level has this happened or is it happening 
Is your experience about
Narrative
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant.
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Implementation framework 
Policy and planning 
Establishing policies and enabling environments for promoting and implementing solutions to combat desertification/land degradation and mitigate the effects of drought including prevention, relief and recovery
Establishing policies
Would you like to share an experience on how your country institution has established or helped establishing policies and enabling environments to promote and/or implement solutions to combat desertification/land degradation and mitigate the effects of drought?
If yes, have those policies and enabling environments aimed at
Is your experience about
Narrative 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant.  
Support 
Has your country supported other countries in establishing policies and enabling environments for promoting and implementing solutions to combat desertification/land degradation and mitigate the effects of drought including prevention, relief and recovery?
Narrative 
If yes, describe your experience below.
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Implementation framework 
Policy and planning 
Leveraging synergies and integrating DLDD into national plans related to the multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs), in particular the other Rio conventions and other international commitments, as appropriate, within their respective mandates, optimizing efficacy and eliminating duplication of efforts. 
Synergies
Would you like to share an experience on how your country has leveraged synergies and integrated DLDD into national plans related to other MEAs, in particular the other Rio conventions and other international commitments? 
If yes, the actions have aimed at: 
Narrative 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant.  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Implementation framework 
Policy and planning
Mainstreaming DLDD as appropriate into economic, environmental and social policies, with a view to increasing the impact and effectiveness of the implementation of the Convention
Mainstreaming DLDD 
Would you like to share an experience on how your country is mainstreaming DLDD in economic, environmental and social policies, with a view to increasing the impact and effectiveness of the implementation of the Convention
If yes, DLDD was mainstreamed into: 
Narrative 
If yes, describe your experience below.
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Implementation Framework Policy and planning 
Establishing national policies, measure and governance for drought preparedness and	
management including drought contingency plans according to the mandate of the	
Convention.
National policies
Would you like to share an experience on how your country established/is establishing national	policies, measures and governance for drought preparedness and management including drought contingency plans?
1. If yes, does your country have a drought contingency plan?
2. If yes, is your country establishing :
Narrative 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant 
Support 
Has your country supported other countries in establishing policies, measures and governance for drought preparedness and management, including drought contingency plans in accordance with the mandate of the Convention?
Narrative 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant 
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Implementation framework 
Action on the Ground
Implementing sustainable land management practices
SLM practices
Would like to share experiences on how your country is implementing sustainable land management (SLM) practices to address DLDD?
If yes, what types of SLM practices are being implemented?
Narrative 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant
Support 
Has your country supported other countries in the implementation of SLM practices?
Narrative 
If yes, describe your experience below.
 
 SLM practices are being implemented?
Click here to enter text.
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Implementation framework
Implementing restoration and rehabilitation practices in order to assist with the recovery of ecosystem functions and services
Restoration and rehabilitation 
Would like to share experiences on how your country is involved in restoration and rehabilitation practices in order to assist with the recovery of ecosystem functions and services?
If yes, what types of practices are being implemented?
At what level does your country implement the restoration and rehabilitation practices?
Narrative 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant 
Support 
Has your country supported other countries in the restoration and rehabilitation practices in order to assist with the recovery of ecosystem functions and services?
Narrative 
If yes, describe your experience below.
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Implementation framework 
Action on the Ground
Developing and operationalizing drought risk management, monitoring and early warning systems and safety net programmes
Drought risk management and Early warning systems
Would you like to share experience on how your country is developing drought risk management, and monitoring early warning systems and safety-net programmes to address DLDD?
1-	If yes, would like to share experiences on?
Descripción
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant 
Support 
Has your country supported other countries in developing drought risk management, and monitoring early warning systems and safety-net programmes to address DLDD?
Narrative 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant 
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Implementation framework 
Action on the Ground
Promoting alternative livelihoods
Alternative livelihoods
Does your country promote alternative livelihoods practice in the context of DLDD? 
1.         If yes, could you list some practices implemented at your country level to promote alternative livelihoods? 
2.   Would you like to share experiences in engaging women and youth in promoting alternative livelihoods? 
Narrative 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant 
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Implementation framework
Establishing systems for sharing information and knowledge and facilitating networking on best practices and approaches to drought management
Establishing Knowledge sharing systems 
Has your country established systems for sharing information and knowledge and facilitating networking on best practices and approaches to drought management?
If yes, would you like to share/list the established systems available in your country for sharing information and knowledge and facilitating networking on best practices and approaches to drought management?
Would you like to share experiences on programmes/activities that promote women's access to knowledge and technology?
Narrative 
Provide any complementary information you deem relevant  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	CP-LA-b15: 252.00
	CP-LA-c15: 38394.00
	CP-LA-d15: Source: LULC 2016 Bhutan
	Button13: 
	CP-DM-a00: 
	CP-DM-b00: 
	CP-DM-c00: 
	CP-DM-d00: 
	CP-DM-a01: 
	CP-DM-b01: 
	CP-DM-c01: 
	CP-DM-d01: 
	CP-DM-a02: 
	CP-DM-b02: 
	CP-DM-c02: 
	CP-DM-d02: 
	CP-DM-a03: 
	CP-DM-b03: 
	CP-DM-c03: 
	CP-DM-d03: 
	CP-DM-a04: 
	CP-DM-b04: 
	CP-DM-c04: 
	CP-DM-d04: 
	CP-DM-a05: 196.00
	CP-DM-b05: 438.00
	CP-DM-c05: 634.00
	CP-DM-d05: PHCB 2005
	CP-DM-a06: 204.00
	CP-DM-b06: 442.00
	CP-DM-c06: 646.00
	CP-DM-d06: District population projection
	CP-DM-a07: 213.00
	CP-DM-b07: 445.00
	CP-DM-c07: 658.00
	CP-DM-d07: District population projection
	CP-DM-a08: 222.00
	CP-DM-b08: 448.00
	CP-DM-c08: 671.00
	CP-DM-d08: District population projection
	CP-DM-a09: 232.00
	CP-DM-b09: 451.00
	CP-DM-c09: 683.00
	CP-DM-d09: District population projection
	CP-DM-a10: 242.00
	CP-DM-b10: 453.00
	CP-DM-c10: 695.00
	CP-DM-d10: District population projection
	CP-DM-a11: 252.00
	CP-DM-b11: 456.00
	CP-DM-c11: 708.00
	CP-DM-d11: District population projection
	CP-DM-a12: 262.00
	CP-DM-b12: 458.00
	CP-DM-c12: 720.00
	CP-DM-d12: District population projection
	CP-DM-a13: 272.00
	CP-DM-b13: 460.00
	CP-DM-c13: 733.00
	CP-DM-d13: District population projection
	CP-DM-a14: 283.00
	CP-DM-b14: 461.00
	CP-DM-c14: 745.00
	CP-DM-d14: District population projection
	CP-DM-a15: 294.00
	CP-DM-b15: 462.00
	CP-DM-c15: 757.00
	CP-DM-d15: District population projection
	Button15: 
	SO-1: The first ever United Nation Standard Population and Housing Census in Bhutan was conducted in 2005 under the directives of the Government. The de-facto method of enumeration was adopted.  The principal source of data for projections is from Population and Housing Census of Bhutan (PHCB) 2005. The second PHCB was conducted in 2017 and the latest population is 7,35,553 which is inclusive of both Bhutanese and non-Bhutanese.
	SO1-1-QD: European Space Agency’s Climate Change Initiative Land Cover dataset  (v2.0.7)
	SO-1-1-a: 29018
	SO-1-1-b: 6082
	SO-1-1-c: 1456
	SO-1-1-d: 0
	SO-1-1-e: 0
	SO-1-1-f: 1093
	SO-1-1-a01: 29049
	SO-1-1-b01: 6030
	SO-1-1-c01: 1476
	SO-1-1-d01: 0
	SO-1-1-e01: 0
	SO-1-1-f01: 1093
	SO-1-1-a02: 29119
	SO-1-1-b02: 5968
	SO-1-1-c02: 1469
	SO-1-1-d02: 0
	SO-1-1-e02: 0
	SO-1-1-f02: 1093
	SO-1-1-a03: 29203
	SO-1-1-b03: 5895
	SO-1-1-c03: 1458
	SO-1-1-d03: 0
	SO-1-1-e03: 0
	SO-1-1-f03: 1093
	SO-1-1-a04: 29292
	SO-1-1-b04: 5815
	SO-1-1-c04: 1449
	SO-1-1-d04: 0
	SO-1-1-e04: 0
	SO-1-1-f04: 1093
	SO-1-1-a05: 29342
	SO-1-1-b05: 5767
	SO-1-1-c05: 1447
	SO-1-1-d05: 0
	SO-1-1-e05: 0
	SO-1-1-f05: 1093
	SO-1-1-a06: 29359
	SO-1-1-b06: 5752
	SO-1-1-c06: 1445
	SO-1-1-d06: 0
	SO-1-1-e06: 0
	SO-1-1-f06: 1093
	SO-1-1-a07: 29396
	SO-1-1-b07: 5727
	SO-1-1-c07: 1432
	SO-1-1-d07: 0
	SO-1-1-e07: 1
	SO-1-1-f07: 1093
	SO-1-1-a08: 29407
	SO-1-1-b08: 5721
	SO-1-1-c08: 1427
	SO-1-1-d08: 0
	SO-1-1-e08: 1
	SO-1-1-f08: 1093
	SO-1-1-a09: 29405
	SO-1-1-b09: 5720
	SO-1-1-c09: 1430
	SO-1-1-d09: 0
	SO-1-1-e09: 1
	SO-1-1-f09: 1093
	SO-1-1-a1: 29416
	SO-1-1-b1: 5709
	SO-1-1-c1: 1429
	SO-1-1-d1: 0
	SO-1-1-e1: 1
	SO-1-1-f1: 1093
	SO-1-1-a11: 29427
	SO-1-1-b11: 5699
	SO-1-1-c11: 1428
	SO-1-1-d11: 0
	SO-1-1-e11: 1
	SO-1-1-f11: 1093
	SO-1-1-a12: 29421
	SO-1-1-b12: 5702
	SO-1-1-c12: 1431
	SO-1-1-d12: 0
	SO-1-1-e12: 1
	SO-1-1-f12: 1093
	SO-1-1-a13: 29423
	SO-1-1-b13: 5701
	SO-1-1-c13: 1431
	SO-1-1-d13: 1
	SO-1-1-e13: 1
	SO-1-1-f13: 1093
	SO-1-1-a14: 29422
	SO-1-1-b14: 5702
	SO-1-1-c14: 1429
	SO-1-1-d14: 1
	SO-1-1-e14: 2
	SO-1-1-f14: 1093
	SO-1-1-a15: 29422
	SO-1-1-b15: 5702
	SO-1-1-c15: 1428
	SO-1-1-d15: 1
	SO-1-1-e15: 3
	SO-1-1-f15: 1093
	SO-1-1-a2: 404.00
	SO-1-1-b2: -380.00
	SO-1-1-c2: -28.00
	SO-1-1-d2: 0.00
	SO-1-1-e2: 2.00
	SO-1-1-f2: 0.00
	SO-1-1-g11: 28929
	SO-1-1-g12: 45
	SO-1-1-g13: 45
	SO-1-1-g14: 1
	SO-1-1-g15: 
	SO-1-1-g16: 
	SO-1-1-g21: 419
	SO-1-1-g22: 5658
	SO-1-1-g23: 5
	SO-1-1-g24: 
	SO-1-1-g25: 
	SO-1-1-g26: 
	SO-1-1-g31: 75
	SO-1-1-g32: 1
	SO-1-1-g33: 1379
	SO-1-1-g34: 
	SO-1-1-g35: 2
	SO-1-1-g36: 
	SO-1-1-g41: 
	SO-1-1-g42: 
	SO-1-1-g43: 
	SO-1-1-g44: 1
	SO-1-1-g45: 
	SO-1-1-g46: 
	SO-1-1-g51: 
	SO-1-1-g52: 
	SO-1-1-g53: 
	SO-1-1-g54: 
	SO-1-1-g55: 1
	SO-1-1-g56: 
	SO-1-1-g61: 
	SO-1-1-g62: 
	SO-1-1-g63: 
	SO-1-1-g64: 
	SO-1-1-g65: 
	SO-1-1-g66: 1093
	Button9: 
	SO-1-1-h: The source of data used for Land Cover is Global Default data provided. However, please note that Bhutan has Land Cover, Land Use Data for the years 1995, 2010 and 2016 and the figures are quite different. For LULC data for Bhutan in 1995, 2010 and 2016, the references are LUPP (1995), LCMP (2010) and National Forest Inventory Report, Stocktaking Nation's Forest Resources Volume I and Volume II, 2016.  The national data has not been used because of the lack of time serried data for the country.  
	SO-1-1h: Cropland
	SO-1-1h1: Tree-covered areas
	SO-1-1h2: 75.00000000
	SO-1-1h3a: 
	SO-1-1h3b: Abandoning of land & banning of  shifting cultivation
	SO-1-1h4a: 
	SO-1-1h4b: Rural Urban migration
	SO-1-1h5: 1. Land left fallow due to:i). Rural urban migration; and ii). Crop-wildlife depredation 2. Banning of shifting cultivation 
	SO-1-1h6: 1. Land left fallow due to rural urban migration 2. Farm labour shortage. 3. Leaving land fallow due to crop-wildlife depredation, 4. Water source drying up. 5. Banning of shifting cultivation resulting into good tree growth.6. Private forestry establishment on registered land. 
	Button8: 
	Button10: 
	SO-1-1-i: Hotspot
	SO-1-1-i1: Eastern & East Central  regions
	SO-1-1-i2: 90
	SO-1-1-i3: Fragile geology, steep slope & unsustainable farming lead to environmental degradation and rural urban migration. In these regions, poverty rate is high, population density is high and land holding is small and hence land is used intensively with limited capacity to manage land sustainably. 
	Button11: 
	Button12: 
	SO-1-1-ia: Some of the likely reasons as per the officials of the Department of Forests & Park Services, for the Change from forest cover to other land use types:  anthropogenic processes such as through infrastructure development such as construction of hydro-power plants, farm roads, bridges etc. and natural processes such as landslides and flash floods during monsoons. As per the "National Forest Inventory" report Vol. I published by Forest Resource Management Division, Department of Forests and Park Services, 2016, the forest cover is 27308.89 sq km out of the total geographical area of 38394 sq km. Hence, the discrepancy between the global data and national to be noted.
	SO1-2-QD: Joint Research Centre’s Land Productivity Dynamics dataset
	SO-1-1-y: (2000-2013)
	SO-1-2-a: 703
	SO-1-2-a1: 309
	SO-1-2-a2: 1411
	SO-1-2-a3: 16837
	SO-1-2-a4: 9661
	SO-1-2-a5: 8
	SO-1-2-b: 279
	SO-1-2-b1: 24
	SO-1-2-b2: 568
	SO-1-2-b3: 4282
	SO-1-2-b4: 416
	SO-1-2-b5: 89
	SO-1-2-c: 8
	SO-1-2-c1: 11
	SO-1-2-c2: 42
	SO-1-2-c3: 476
	SO-1-2-c4: 840
	SO-1-2-c5: 2
	SO-1-2-d: 
	SO-1-2-d1: 
	SO-1-2-d2: 
	SO-1-2-d3: 
	SO-1-2-d4: 
	SO-1-2-d5: 1
	SO-1-2-e: 
	SO-1-2-e1: 
	SO-1-2-e2: 
	SO-1-2-e3: 
	SO-1-2-e4: 
	SO-1-2-e5: 1
	SO-1-2-f: 119
	SO-1-2-f1: 1
	SO-1-2-f2: 160
	SO-1-2-f3: 389
	SO-1-2-f4: 4
	SO-1-2-f5: 420
	SO-1-2-y: (2000-2013)
	SO-1-2-g: Cropland
	SO-1-2-g1: Artificial surfaces
	SO-1-2-TOT6: 2
	SO-1-2-g2: 2
	SO-1-2-g3: 0
	SO-1-2-g4: 0
	SO-1-2-g5: 2
	SO-1-2-g6: 0
	Button18: 
	CellOtherMetrics: We seriously need capacity building in determining land productivity. How long can countries depend on global data and therefore countries should be enabled to collect their own national data.
	Sourcesofinfo: Global default data provided. 
	SO-1-2-h: Cropland -Artificial
	SO-1-2-h1: 2
	SO-1-2-h2: Stable
	SO-1-2-h3a: 
	SO-1-2-h3b: Pest and diseases and forest fire incidences
	SO-1-2-h4a: 
	SO-1-2-h4b: Rural Urban Migration
	SO-1-2-h5: Greening initatives in and around urban centers, restoration of mine sites, bioengineering on road side slopes stabilization
	Button19: 
	SO-1-2-i: Brightspot
	SO-1-2-i1: Pema Gatshel, Lhuentse, Samdrupjongkhar, Sarpang, Samtse 
	SO-1-2-i2: 542.00
	SO-1-2-i3: Resettlement through National Rehabilitation Program helps in improving land productivity through adoption of sustainable soil and land management technologies and approaches 
	Button20: 
	Sourcesofinfo2: Through the Royal Program, about 1,23,000 beneficiaries dwelling in marginal land and or land less have been resettled to or alloted with productive land totaling to 1,34,000 acres (542km2). (State of Nation Report) June 29th 2018. Further, through Use Right Certificates, about 110 acres of state land alloted to youths.  
	SO1-3-QD: SoilGrids database of the ISRIC — World Soil Information
	SO-1-3-a: 165.3
	SO-1-3-b: 154.9
	SO-1-3-c: 114.9
	SO-1-3-d: 
	SO-1-3-e: 
	SO-1-3-f: 141
	SO-1-3-a01: 165.3
	SO-1-3-b01: 154.9
	SO-1-3-c01: 114.9
	SO-1-3-d01: 
	SO-1-3-e01: 
	SO-1-3-f01: 141
	SO-1-3-a02: 165.3
	SO-1-3-b02: 154.9
	SO-1-3-c02: 114.9
	SO-1-3-d02: 
	SO-1-3-e02: 
	SO-1-3-f02: 141
	SO-1-3-a03: 165.3
	SO-1-3-b03: 154.9
	SO-1-3-c03: 114.9
	SO-1-3-d03: 
	SO-1-3-e03: 
	SO-1-3-f03: 141
	SO-1-3-a04: 165.3
	SO-1-3-b04: 154.9
	SO-1-3-c04: 114.9
	SO-1-3-d04: 
	SO-1-3-e04: 
	SO-1-3-f04: 141
	SO-1-3-a05: 165.3
	SO-1-3-b05: 154.9
	SO-1-3-c05: 114.9
	SO-1-3-d05: 
	SO-1-3-e05: 
	SO-1-3-f05: 141
	SO-1-3-a06: 165.3
	SO-1-3-b06: 154.9
	SO-1-3-c06: 114.9
	SO-1-3-d06: 
	SO-1-3-e06: 
	SO-1-3-f06: 141
	SO-1-3-a07: 165.3
	SO-1-3-b07: 154.9
	SO-1-3-c07: 114.9
	SO-1-3-d07: 
	SO-1-3-e07: 
	SO-1-3-f07: 141
	SO-1-3-a08: 165.3
	SO-1-3-b08: 154.9
	SO-1-3-c08: 114.9
	SO-1-3-d08: 
	SO-1-3-e08: 
	SO-1-3-f08: 141
	SO-1-3-a09: 165.3
	SO-1-3-b09: 154.9
	SO-1-3-c09: 114.9
	SO-1-3-d09: 
	SO-1-3-e09: 
	SO-1-3-f09: 141
	SO-1-3-a10: 165.3
	SO-1-3-b10: 154.9
	SO-1-3-c10: 114.9
	SO-1-3-d10: 
	SO-1-3-e10: 
	SO-1-3-f10: 141
	SO-1-3-a11: 165.3
	SO-1-3-b11: 154.9
	SO-1-3-c11: 114.9
	SO-1-3-d11: 
	SO-1-3-e11: 
	SO-1-3-f11: 141
	SO-1-3-a12: 165.3
	SO-1-3-b12: 154.9
	SO-1-3-c12: 114.9
	SO-1-3-d12: 
	SO-1-3-e12: 
	SO-1-3-f12: 141
	SO-1-3-a13: 165.3
	SO-1-3-b13: 154.9
	SO-1-3-c13: 114.9
	SO-1-3-d13: 
	SO-1-3-e13: 
	SO-1-3-f13: 141
	SO-1-3-a14: 165.3
	SO-1-3-b14: 154.9
	SO-1-3-c14: 114.9
	SO-1-3-d14: 
	SO-1-3-e14: 
	SO-1-3-f14: 141
	SO-1-3-a15: 165.3
	SO-1-3-b15: 154.9
	SO-1-3-c15: 114.9
	SO-1-3-d15: 
	SO-1-3-e15: 
	SO-1-3-f15: 141
	year-00-15: (2000 - 2015)
	SO-1-3-g: Cropland
	SO-1-3-g1: Artificial surfaces
	SO-1-3-g2: 2
	SO-1-3-g3: 87.9
	SO-1-3-g4: 72.9
	SO-1-3-g5: 18189
	SO-1-3-g6: 15084
	SO-1-3-LOS: 
	Button21: 
	Sourcesofinfo5: Countries' capacities should be built to collect national data!!! 
	SO-1-3-h: Cropland - Artificial
	SO-1-3-h1: 2
	SO-1-3-h2: -3.10
	SO-1-3-h3a: 
	SO-1-3-h3b: 
	SO-1-3-h4a: 
	SO-1-3-h4b: Higher economic returns
	SO-1-3-h5: Infrastructure development (e.g. new town planning on agriculture land at Bajo, Kuruthang, Thimphu, Paro )
	SO-1-3-i: 
	SO-1-3-i1: 
	SO-1-3-i2: 
	SO-1-3-i3: 
	Sourcesofinfo3: 1. The change from tree covered to cropland does not take place significantly, only in the case of resettlement of people living on marginal land, vulnerable to land degradation and allotment of land to landless citizens to a productive state land.2. Tree covered to grassland could be mainly due to frequent forest fire incidences and logging activities. Please note that countries like ours do not have huge grassland and this point is not very relevant to us. We have rangeland/pasture land on high altitudes above tree lines (alpine range). 3. Crop land to artificial accounts to urbanization and higher economic returns from a unit land under township. With increasing population, arable land is increasingly being converted to other land use types.
	SO-1-aa: 3723
	SO-1-a: 9.9
	SO-1-a1: 2000-2015
	: 
	Button22: 
	Sourcesofinfo4: The source of data is Global Data and the area of degraded land is as calculated by the data provider. We assume all necessary requirements are taken into consideration in generating the data or figures for the country. 
	Button23: 
	Sourcesofinfo5a: At present, Bhutan does not have a comprehensive data on degraded land. Further, there are some discrepancies between the global data and national data, e.g. the overall country area is 38394 km square, while the global data reports 37661 km square. Further, the land cover information is also different for the years that the country has its own information. Hence, such differences between the global data and national data lowers the confidence level in the information based on global data. 
	Button24: 
	Sourcesofinfo6: The standard estimation of land productivity and soil carbon degradation will not be possible unless UNCCD builds both human and institutional capacities of the country. The knowledge on estimating land productivity dynamics and soil carbon stock is limited. 
	SO-1-h: Restoration/reclamation of 0.5 square km degraded areas in bare and other areas
	SO-1-h1: 2035
	SO-1-h2a: National Level
	SO-1-h2b: Please indicate area concerned
	Button25: 
	SO-1-j: 5 automatic rain gears installed to help determine the threshold value of rainfall to trigger landslide
	SO-1-j1: 2018.00000000
	SO-1-j2b: Please indicate area concerned
	SO-1-j2a: 
	Sourcesofinfo7: The current Five Year Plan (2013-2018) has also integrated carbon neutral development as part of the national key result areas to guide planning and implementation of developmental activities within all sectors.  Government also set priority in terms of Sustainable forest management and rehabilitation  of degraded and barren forest land. Bhutan is also committed to achieving the land degradation neutrality target by 2030 through sustainable land management practices. More than half of the country is protected in the form of national parks, wildlife sanctuaries and biological corridors.
	CurrentSheet: 14.00000000
	SheetCount: 37.00000000
	SO-2-1-b: 
	SO-2-1-b1: 0
	Button26: 
	Sourcesofinfo8: 
	SO-2-1-c: 2017.00000000
	SO-2-1-c1: 0.38
	Sourcesofinfo9: Poverty Analysis Report (PAR)-2007,2012 & 2017
	SO-2-1-d: Increasing income inequality
	SO-2-1-d1a: 
	SO-2-1-d1b: Poverty
	SO-2-1-d2a: 
	SO-2-1-d2b: Limited accessibility to resources
	SO-2-1-d3: Since Bhutan being developing country, there is an increase in income inequality according to Kuznet curve.
	Button27: 
	SO-2-1-e: Hotspot
	SO-2-1-e1: Rural 
	SO-2-1-e2: Since Bhutan being developing country, there is an increase in income inequality. Poverty is largely a rural phenomena in the country.  
	Button28: 
	Sourcesofinfo10: The Gini index which measures inequality has remained almost the same at the national level i.e. 0.36 in 2012 and 0.38 in 2017.   Data source - NSB Bhutan 2017 ( Living standard survey report)
	SO-2-2-a: 2017.00000000
	SO-2-2-a1: 99.60
	SO-2-2-a2: 99.50
	SO-2-2-a3: 99.50
	Button29: 
	Sourcesofinfo11: Bhutan Living Standard Survey 2007, 2012 & 2017
	SO-2-2-b: Increasing proportion of total population using safely managed drinking water services
	SO-2-2-b1a: 
	SO-2-2-b1b: Good Governance
	SO-2-2-b2a: 
	SO-2-2-b2b: 
	SO-2-2-b3: Almost all(99.5%) households have access to improved water sources. The majority of households have piped water in the compound (50.4%), followed by piped water in dwellings (45.5%). About 63% of the household responded that they have 24 hours access to drinking water.
	SO-2-2-c: Hotspot
	SO-2-2-c1: Rural
	SO-2-2-c2: The proportion of household with unimproved water source is higher in rural households (0.5%) than among urban households (0.4%). Of the rural households with unimproved water sources, around one-third of the households have unprotected spring (0.2%), followed by surface water (0.1%), unprotected well (0.1%), & cart with small tank/drum (0.1%). Frequency of  water shortages is increasing in urban areas. Water source protection is given importance.  
	Button30: 
	Sourcesofinfo11a: Access to an improved water source means only access to the water source not on the reliability of water. 
	SO-2-a: 516 sq km of Primary National Highways constructed in EFRC manner 
	SO-2-a1: 2018.00000000
	SO-2-a2a: 
	SO-2-a2b: Please indicate area concerned
	Button31: 
	Sourcesofinfo12: All initiatives are carefully planned as much as possible to protect land from all forces of land degradation  
	SO-3-a: High investment in irrigation infrastructure 
	SO-3-a1: Increase
	SO-3-a2: Huge resources invested in the construction/renovation/rehabilitation of irrigation facilities to enable adequate water supplies especially for crops. 
	Button32: 
	Sourcesofinfo13: Within the last 5 years, about 2,589.28 km of either new or existing irrigation schemes were either constructed or renovated. 212 water harvesting tanks and 15 storage tanks were installed. 
	SO-3-b: 
	SO-3-b1: 
	SO-3-b2a: 
	SO-3-b2b: Please indicate area concerned
	Button33: 
	Sourcesofinfo14: 
	SO-4-2-a: 2015.00000000
	SO-4-2-a1: No Red List Index data for endemic plants and animals of Bhutan can be provided currently as red list assessment has been done only once between 2014 to 2015.
	Button34: 
	Sourcesofinfo15: 
	SO-4-2-b: Upward trend in the Red List Index
	SO-4-2-b1a: 
	SO-4-2-b1b: Conservation policies
	SO-4-2-b2a: 
	SO-4-2-b2b: 
	SO-4-2-b3: No trend can be indicated currently for endemic plants as first assessment was carried out in 2015 and repeat assessment for monitoring changes has not been carried out.
	SO-4-2-c: Brightspot
	SO-4-2-c1: Wetland area (Gangtey-Phobji, Bumdeling)
	SO-4-2-c2: Black Necked Crane habitat
	Button35: 
	Sourcesofinfo15a: 51.44% of the country managed under protected area networks. Within the last five years, five Conservation plans for endangered and endemic species developed, seventeen management plans developed for protected areas and biological corridors and twenty seven community based conservation programs established. Further within the last five years, several surveys related to wild life have been carried out and figures of few wild species established. An endowment fund for crop & livestock conservation established, 3 RAMSAR sites established (Terminal Report of the 11th FYP). The number of Black necked crane recorded is 626 in 2017 and remained stable past few years. Likewise in the same year the number of tiger and snow leopard recorded are 103 and 96 respectively. In order to conserve critically endangered white bellied heron, Royal Society of Protection of Nature carried out awareness raising programs and created 11 fish ponds to improve their feeding ground. An annual census conducted in early 2015 recorded 30 white-bellied Herons and five nests with eleven chicks.
	SO-4-a: Biodiversity target 15: By 2020, priority degraded ecosystems and habitats are identified and rehabilitated through a landscape approach.
	SO-4-a1: 
	SO-4-a2a: 
	SO-4-a2b: Please indicate area concerned
	Sourcesofinfo16: Strategies 7.3: Promote sustainable agriculture practices that ensure conservation of biological diversity.Strategies15.1: Set up institutional mechanism to address habitat and ecosystem degradation in holistic approach.Strategies 15.2: Rehabilitate prioritized degraded areas and ecosystems.
	SO-1-2-4-a: Trends in rehabilitation of prioritized degraded areas and ecosystems
	SO-1-2-4-a1a: 
	SO-1-2-4-a1b: 
	SO-1-2-4-a2b: 
	SO-1-2-4-a2a: Increase
	SO-1-2-4-a3: Establishment of community forest,  plantation, implementation of SLM practices, rehabilitation of mining sites, slope stabilization of infrastructure development (roads, bridges), development of rangeland, development of guidelines, watershed management, habitat enrichment, climate smart agriculture practices
	Sourcesofinfo17: Within the last five years, 26,689 ha of area brought under afforestation/reforestation, REDD+ Readiness phase initiated, Forest fire management plan and standard operating protocol for forest fire management developed, Forest inventory 2016 produced and Land Use and Land Cover 2016 produced, Green Bhutan Corporation Limited for increased reforestation and afforestation established (Terminal Report for 11th FYP).  
	SO-5-1-a: 
	SO-5-1-a1: Nu. 6831.73 M ( US$- 100 million)
	SO-5-1-a2: Nu.8193.30 M ( US$-120 million)
	SO-5-1-a3: Nu. 10,195. 48 M ( US$-149.9 million)
	SO-5-1-a4: Nu. 12,624.78 M (US$-185.6 million)
	Sourcesofinfo18: The above reflected budget is the OVERALL BUDGET for the most relevant Organization involved in the protection of environment including combating land degradation in one way or the other and it is in NO WAY BUDGET ONLY FOR SLM. The above budget is the total of the budget for the following organization in each year: 1) Ministry of Economic Affairs, 2) Ministry of Agriculture and Forest, 3) Ministry of Health,  4) Ministry of Works and Human Settlement and 5)National Environment Commission)Source of information: 11FYP budget and expenditure details, GNHC
	Sourcesofinfo19: Bhutan’s Five-Year Plan financing thus far have been sourced mainly through Official Development Assistance (ODA) and domestic resources. As Bhutan sets to graduate from LDC by 2023, the 12th FYP, as the transition plan for graduation will require continued ODA. Bhutan also needs to develop a clear strategy for mobilizing ODA after 2023 in order to keep up its effort towards realizing the SDGs.
	Sourcesofinfo20: MoAF 11th Five Year Plan document 
	Sourcesofinfo21: Official Development Assistance (ODA) for Domestic Resource Mobilization (DRM) will remain essential to accelerate economic growth and lift people from extreme poverty, particularly in the low-income countries. As a small developing country with a large rural based population, it is extremely challenging to enhance domestic revenues without imposing significant burden on the general public. Domestic revenue increased from Nu. 88 billion in the 10th Plan to Nu. 142 billion in the 11th Plan (State of the Nation Report, 2018).  Source link: http://www. cabinet. gov.bt/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/SOTN20182.pdf
	Sourcesofinfo22: Ministry of Finance, GNHC, MoAF, MoWHS, MoEA, DGPC.
	Sourcesofinfo23: The assistance from the development partners in the 11FYP has increased as compared to the 10th FYP. Bhutan is receiving support in terms of grants, loans, technical assistance etc. from the development partners. The donor assisted projects have some co-financing contribution even from the Royal Government of Bhutan. Donors, multilateral institutions, and development agencies come together to assist developing countries with a variety of projects.
	Sourcesofinfo24: GNHC ( Gross National Happiness Commission) Bhutan.
	Sourcesofinfo25: To promote rural enterprises and develop private sector, several initiatives to enhance financial access were introduced and implemented. The Government implemented a collateral free micro-lending scheme at 4 per cent for non–formal economic activities in rural areas through Bhutan Development Bank Ltd. and Rural Enterprise Development Corporation Ltd.In 2017, the Government established innovative green financing mechanisms such as the Bhutan for Life (BFL) raising a USD 43 million transition fund to secure the permanent maintenance of Bhutan’s protected areas, using Project Finance for Permanence Model and funded through multilateral and private donors and government.Similarly, 200 community banks were also established to facilitate and promote rural savings. The government also established Green Bhutan Corporation as a State Owned Enterprise to plant trees, look after it and also promote floriculture.
	P23-d: Government, Bhutan Trust Fund  for environmental Conservation (BTFEC), Autonomous bodies, CSOs and NGOs  (RSPN, Tarayana, Bhutan Ecological Society/BES).
	Sourcesofinfo26: We anticipate participation at the highest level from our bilateral and multilateral development partners, and from international financial institutions. The Round Table Meeting (RTM) is being conducted two times in a 5-year plan period to initiate policy dialogue and aid coordination between the Royal Government of Bhutan (RGoB) and its development partners. It is also an occasion to discuss common interests and issues, and to strengthen cooperation.The 11th Plan had the largest budget outlay of any Plan ever at Nu. 225 billion, corresponding to an increase of 52% over the 10th Plan budget of Nu. 147 billion.Even on the grants front, the government received the largest grant so far amounting to Nu. 70 billion, an increase from the Nu. 50 billion received during the 10th Plan.  (State of the Nation Report, 2018).Source link: http://www.cabinet.gov.bt/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/SOTN20182.pdfRural Economy Advancement Programme (REAP) provided support for socio-economic development to 75 poorest villages comprising of about 1600 households whereby 259 agriculture machineries including power tillers were supplied to boost farm mechanization. This program was able to promote poverty, environment and livelihood linkages in the targeted communities through capacity building in sustainable natural resource management.
	Sourcesofinfo27: Mainly, non-financial resources through knowledge and skills sharing. Bhutan as one of the 14 LDN Pilot Phase Countries, presented the LDN target setting experiences (lessons, challenges, etc.)  during the UNCCD workshops/seminars. Bhutan shared its SLM knowledge, technologies and experiences through WOCAT. It shared its experience of developing project proposal for GCF Project during the 12th COP.  
	Sourcesofinfo28: LDN concept helped to garner some financial support to implement SLM activities e.g. a financial support of about USD 1 million was secured through GEF-LDCF Project and  USD 0.264 million from Bhutan Trust Fund for Environment Conservation for carrying out SLM interventions. Further, USD 0.062 million from GEF Small Grant for carrying out environmental conservation and rural development activities. With LDN Concept, the national resources in implementing SLM has also been increased. 
	Sourcesofinfo29: SGP projects through the GEF STAR allocation are implemented by the communities and it has made a significant difference to Bhutanese communities both in terms of enhancing environmental benefits and livelihood improvement.GEF supported Bhutan in 1992 with a grant of USD 10 million for the creation of Bhutan Trust Fund for Environmental Conservation. The GEF grant was largely invested in environment, climate change and land degradation focal areas of GEF producing incredible local as well as global environmental benefits.Currently, GEF finance is one of the largest finances in Bhutan supporting projects on environment, climate change and nature conservation. Through GEF support, Bhutan was able to implement some of the major projects such as : 1) Sustainable land management practices,2) Reduce climate change risks & vulnerabilities of Glacial Lake Outburst Floods (GLOF), 3) Sustainable financing for biodiversity and natural resource management including High Altitude Northern Areas (HANAS) project, 4) Addressing the Risk of Climate-induced Disasters through enhanced National and Local Capacity for Effective Actions, and 5) Implementing the Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic Resources and Benefit Sharing (ABS).Since, the Green Climate Fund (GCF) and the Adaptation Fund has now become the main global financial mechanism for climate finance, Bhutan is also in the process of preparing project proposals to tap resources from such funds.
	Sourcesofinfo29a: Institutional visit from other countries (Mongolia, Malaysia) to learn about establishing trust fund for environmental conservation, experience sharing on accessing green climate fund project proposal, experience sharing on establishing and managing Access and benefit sharing. 
	P26-c: South Asia
	P26-d: Asia
	P26-f: 
	Sourcesofinfo30: Bhutan's NAP  to combat land degradation shared through UNCCD web site and also in various  international forums.
	P27-d: There is very strong government's effort to engage youths in safe guarding environment through curiculum. 
	Sourcesofinfo31: 
	Sourcesofinfo32:  Country's Constitution and several Acts, Policies, Legislations, Rules and Regulation and Guidelines of the country support combating land degradation either directly or indirectly (Acts: Land Act of Bhutan; Road Act of the Kingdom of Bhutan, 2013; Disaster Management Act of Bhutan, 2013; Environmental-Assessment-Act-of-Bhutan-2000; Forest-and-Nature-Conservation-Act-of-Bhutan1995; Mines and Minerals Management Act of Bhutan 1995National Environment Act, 2007; The Water Act of Bhutan, 2011; Food & Nutrition Security Policy 2014; Access & Benefit Sharing Policy 2015; Economic Development Policy 2016; Mineral Development Policy 2017; National Forest Policy of Bhutan – 2009); Agriculture Land Development Guidelines, 2017. Women engagement in decision making is fully supported and are always actively involved in planning and decision making public forum. 
	Sourcesofinfo32a: The experiences from Bhutan were shared through WOCAT and during UNCCD conferences.
	Sourcesofinfo33: 
	Sourcesofinfo34: Biodiversity target 7 and 15 addresses DLDD, INDCs (Intended Nationally Determined Contributions), RAMSAR, REDD+, 
	Sourcesofinfo27a: Others: Five year Developmental plans and programs
	Sourcesofinfo35: In order to conserve the country's natural resources and to prevent degradation of the fragile ecosystem, a minimum of 60 percent of Bhutan's total land shall be maintained under forest cover for all time (the Constitution of Bhutan 2008). Any changes in the present national forest cover and protected areas shall be made only by the Parliament. Environmental conservation is one of the 4 pillars of Gross National Happiness (GNH) which is the overall guiding principles for any development.Social: Resettlement and rehabilitation programs, incorporating in education curriculum for adults (formal and non-formal education systems).
	Sourcesofinfo36: The National Centre for Hydrology and Meteorology (NCHM) Bhutan does not have a drought specific contingency plan for now. However, the agency is providing weather and climate services: severe weather advisories such as snow fall and heavy rainfall. As a service provider, NCHM also organizes National Climate Outlook Forum ((NCOF) every year in May month with relevant stakeholders to inform the projected climatic condition of the year.
	Sourcesofinfo37: 
	P31-b: 
	Sourcesofinfo38: The Ministry of Agriculture and Forests (MoAF) goal for the 11th FYP (2013-2018) was to achieve a green economic growth, inclusive social development, poverty alleviation and climate smart sustainable management and utilization of natural resources. The SLM practices implemented includes:  (1). Constructed of 2495 km irrigation channels and renovated 144 existing channels. The over all land brought under assured irrigation is 67955 acres in 2017 compared to 47424 acres in 2010. (2). To ease the farm drudgery, 1115 nos of farm power tillers were distributed for mechanization of farm. In all, 10982 acres of land were brought under farm mechanization in 2017 compared to 1271 acres in 2010. (3). To reduce the human wildlife conflict,  3492 km of electric fencing were installed benefiting 17925 rural households covering an area of 39346 acres of agriculture land.(4). Area under organic farming has increased to 3959 acres from 2069 in 2012. (5). A total of 262,949 hectares of forests were brought under sustainable management within 11FYP. 750 community forests were established and managed by 31000 households. (6). About 26689 hectares of state reserve forests land were afforested and reforested against the plan target of 26,658 hectares. (7) About 1136 acres of vulnerable agriculture farm land were brought under SLM through adoption of Contour hedgerow, contour stone bunds and through terracing and bio- engineering interventions. (Source: Sanam Druprey, Special edition, Terminal Report of the 11th FYP Bhutan July 2018).
	Sourcesofinfo39: Bhutan's SLM practices were presented during UNCCD Conferences and during seminars.
	Sourcesofinfo40: Through implementation of various SLM activities, plantation, sustainable forest management, watershed management plans, bioengineering, mine site and road construction rehabilitation, water source protection, wetland protection.
	P32-b: National level
	P32-c: Please specify
	Sourcesofinfo40a: Bhutan today has mining activities cover up to 3716.42 acres (15.04 km2). To carry out the mining activities in Geo-scientific and environmentally friendly manner, government has incorporated provisions related to environment protection, restoration and mine reclamation under Mines and Mineral Management Act (MMMA) 1995, Mines and Mineral Management Regulation (MMMR) 2002, Mineral Development Policy (MDP) 2017 and Mineral Prospecting and Exploration Guidelines 2018. During the 11th FYP (2013-2018), Department of Roads constructed 565.14 Km of National Highways and 37 Km of Hydro-power project roads. 300 Km of National Highway and 51.75 Km of Hydro-power Project road. All the roads were constructed according to Environmental Friendly Road Construction (EFRC) guideline which focuses on minimizing land degradation and negative effects on the natural environment. L-drains/V-drains were constructed along the roads with proper gradient and with cross drainage structures at regular intervals.  In order to reduce over grazing, the Department of Livestock is promoting improved livestock breeds, stall feeding and also pasture development programs. The river embankment protection works were carried out either through external fund support such as World Bank or through government funding in critical sites. To reduce surface runoff from cultivable land, SLM technologies such as hedgerow, terracing, contour bunds, improved orchard management were promoted along with boo-engineering techniques such as check dam construction and plantations.  
	Sourcesofinfo41: 
	P32a-b: 
	P32a-c: Agriculture Meteorology unit to be established within the Ministry of Agriculture & Forests to forecast the weather conditions to guide farming activities and prepare for any weather related abnormalities like droughts
	P32a-d: 
	P32a-f: 
	Sourcesofinfo42: Promotion of improved livestock breeds, bio-gas as alternative cooking fuel, improved high yielding varieties, SLM, small farm business (bee keeping, fishery, sustainable NWFP management and collection), non-farm activities (weaving, pottery), handicrafts etc. 
	Button24a: 
	Sourcesofinfo42a: Women and youth are encouraged to initiate innovative business such as vegetable group, diary corporative, handicraft enterprises,  home-stay, etc.), bee farming,  mushroom, poultry, fruit orchards, community forest management. 
	Sourcesofinfo43: Since the gestation period of SLM is at least three years before any visible benefits from SLM interventions, SLM interventions are almost always coupled with short term income generating enterprises and approaches. This trade off is very necessary in promoting SLM and adoption of SLM. Gender is not a huge issue. Opportunities are made available to male and female equally and concerns of youths are well taken care of. 
	Sourcesofinfo44: Not drought specific established system: WOCAT, social networking (face book,), institutional web sites, mass media (TV, radio, newspapers), campaigns, awareness, database 
	Sourcesofinfo45: Youth literacy rates are 89.94% and 87.29% for males and females respectively. The overall youth literacy rate is 88.64%. Youth literacy rate definition covers the population between the ages of 15 to 24 years.  Until 1995, the women enrollment in adult non formal education was 660 male and 1653 female respectively. The program was initiated by the Women’s Association of Bhutan in 1991 and currently has more than 6,000 learners ( 2195 male and 4473 female in over 668 NFE centers spread across the country. Many have gone on to become community leaders and are aspiring to become village representatives in the decision making forums.  ( Source: Annual education statistics 2017)



